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Abstract: The chaotic mixing process in a continuous mixer plays an important role and has an essential
influence on the performance of prepared materials. To reveal how a polymeric drop experienced the
chaotic mixing and give more specific analysis about the chaotic mixing, the morphology development
of a single drop was traced and recorded with an on-line visualization system. The drop would
undergo elongation deformation, reorientation, and folding process, which were the typical signs of
chaotic mixing. The elongation deformation was an important precondition for drop experiencing the
reorientation and folding process and mainly existed in the region near the barrier, rotor tip clearance,
and wedgelike region. The reorientation and folding process mostly appeared in the region near
the rotor flat and interaction window. Besides, the erosion process of the drop was observed at the
initial stage under lower rotor rotation speed. The chaotic mixing always held the dominant place in
continuous mixer although the rotor rotation speed and drop viscoelasticity were adjusted. In this
work, the chaotic mixing in a continuous mixer was dynamically presented. The dynamical results
would give a more real and visual understanding of the chaotic mixing.
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1. Introduction

In the polymer processing industry, the mixing process in mixer or extruder was a key factor
determining the performance of the prepared material [1]. The mixing process showed many interesting
behaviors related to the morphology development of the disperse phase, which resulted from the flow
field in the mixer or extruder [2,3]. Thus, the morphology development would give some indication
about the flow characters in the mixing process. The experiment basing on the visualization technology
was an effective method for observing the morphology development and understanding the mixing
process [4]. However, the mixing process in mixer or extruder was relatively complicated, which was
originated from the complex configuration of the mixing chamber and mixing element. Therefore, it is
difficult to realize the on-line observing the morphology development of the disperse phase in mixer
or extruder [5].

Considering the shear flow was in the dominant place for mixer or extruder, Bin Lin et al. [6–8]
visualized the morphology development of polycarbonate (PC) drop in polyethylene (PE) matrix
with a Couette device or parallel plate setup, and revealed the disperse mechanism of single PC
drop in simple shear flow. The results indicated that PC drop immersed in PE matrix would
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experience the erosion, elongation, and breakup process in simple shear flow. Frej Mighri and Michel
Huneault [9] observed the polystyrene (PS) drop morphology deformation in the PE matrix with
a Couette device, and the erosion process of PS drop was observed together with the elongation,
orientation, and breakup process. Although the visualization of polymer drop in simple shear flow
would help understand the morphology development and disperse mechanism, it is not enough for
presenting the real mixing process. Thus, despite the complication of the mixing process, visualization
experiments were conducted to give more detailed information about the mixing process [2,10–17].
Bo Yin et al. [2] examined the PC drop morphology development along the screw axis with a scanning
electron microscope in a twin screw extruder and proposed two models to describe the morphology
development. The models indicated that the PC drop would mainly experience the elongation process,
and then breakup when elongation deformation exceeded the limit. Hongbing Chen et al. [17] revealed
that the PC drop would primarily go through the erosion process in a twin-screw extruder under the
assistant of on-line observing the morphology development of PC drop.

The continuous mixer with high-intensity mixing has been an important facility in the polymer
processing industry as it was proposed [18]. The intensity mixing was in the domain formed by two
rotors and chamber wall and could be divided into dispersion and distribution mixing which had
an important effect on the quality of prepared material. Thus, it was necessary to understand the
intensity mixing existed in a continuous mixer. The numerical simulation, which was convenient
and effective, was the primary research method to reveal the flow patterns and mixing mechanism in
the mixing section of a continuous mixer. The mixing in continuous mixer had been studied with a
mathematical model or numerical simulation in past decades under some idea assumptions [19–23].
Although some pioneer visualization researches [13,24–26] had been done for continuous mixer or
batch mixer, the chaotic mixing process was hardly experimentally and visually presented owing to the
complexity of the flow field. Thus, it is necessary to introduce on-line visualization experiments into
understanding the chaotic mixing in the continuous mixer with tracing the morphology development of
a polymer drop. In recent years, many works had been done to understand the effect of compatibilizer
on the polymer composites prepared via melt blend [27–29]. Seldom works were performed to study
the flow characters for batch and continuous mixer. The flow field in a continuous mixer was composed
of axial flow and circumferential flow. The major function of axial flow was transporting the materials
from the inlet to the outlet, and circumferential flow was primarily responsible for the dispersive and
distributive mixing [22]. Besides, chaotic mixing mainly existed in the circumferential flow. Thus,
visualizing the circumferential flow would give a relatively overall understanding of the chaotic mixing
in a continuous mixer.

A batch mixer was modified to build the on-line visualization system. The chaotic mixing was
analyzed by recording the morphology development of acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) drop
and linear-low-density-polyethylene (LLDPE)/CaCO3 drop in the LLDPE matrix. The effect of rotor
rotation speed on drop morphology development in chaotic mixing was considered. The qualitative
achievements of this work presented a more real and visual understanding of the chaotic mixing in
circumferential flow for a continuous mixer.

2. Materials and Methods

A modified batch mixer was used to build the online visualization system, the specific configuration
was presented in our previous work [15]. Figure 1 was the cross-section view of the mixing chamber and
rotors, and different domains were named for convenient discussion. The red solid arrow represented
the rotor rotation direction. The mixing process was monitored with a high-speed camera named
Giga View CC08 (Southern Vision System, Inc., Huntsville, AL 35806-4605, USA). Rotors were without
any spiral. The experiment material was put into the chamber from the feeding hole, and the air was
excluded from the vent hole. The relative angle of the two rotors was 90◦.
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Figure 1. The cross-section view of the mixing chamber and rotors. 

ABS and CaCO3/LLDPE pellets were used as tracing particles and LLDPE (218W, SABIC 
Innovative Plastics, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia) was the matrix. The ABS pellet was supplied by the Jilin 
chemical group corporation. CaCO3/LLDPE (CaCO3 was purchased from Yu’en) was prepared with 
a self-developed continuous mixer, and the mass ratio of CaCO3/LLDPE was 3:2. The size of tracing 
particles was controlled to 3 mm. The shear rate versus viscosity for LLDPE, CaCO3/LLDPE, and ABS 
was measured on a Malvern rheometer (Malvern Instrument Ltd., Malvern, UK) at 200 °C, and the 
results were presented in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Shear rate versus viscosity for linear-low-density-polyethylene (LLDPE) at 200 °C. 

LLDPE matrix and trace particles were dried at 80 °C in a vacuum oven for 8 h before use. The 
matrix and heat stabilizer (5 wt.%) were pre-mixed, then added into the mixing chamber when the 
temperature was 140 °C with the rotation speed of the rotor was set as 28.7 rpm. After the matrix was 
melted, shutting down the drive motor, and placing a single solid trace particle into the mixing 
chamber. The location of the trace particle was presented in Figure 3a and kept the same for all 
experiments. Heating the mixing chamber to 200 °C after the matrix and tracer particles were added, 
and keeping for 1 h to guarantee the complete melting of tracing particles. Turning on the driving 
motor and recording the mixing process: the resolution was 1280 × 512; the frame rate was 200 fps; 
the recording time was 60 s. The rotor rotation speed considered was 28.7 rpm and 114.8 rpm. To 
guarantee the validity and reproducibility, each experiment was performed five times. 

Figure 1. The cross-section view of the mixing chamber and rotors.

ABS and CaCO3/LLDPE pellets were used as tracing particles and LLDPE (218W, SABIC Innovative
Plastics, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia) was the matrix. The ABS pellet was supplied by the Jilin chemical group
corporation. CaCO3/LLDPE (CaCO3 was purchased from Yu’en) was prepared with a self-developed
continuous mixer, and the mass ratio of CaCO3/LLDPE was 3:2. The size of tracing particles was
controlled to 3 mm. The shear rate versus viscosity for LLDPE, CaCO3/LLDPE, and ABS was measured
on a Malvern rheometer (Malvern Instrument Ltd., Malvern, UK) at 200 ◦C, and the results were
presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Shear rate versus viscosity for linear-low-density-polyethylene (LLDPE) at 200 ◦C.

LLDPE matrix and trace particles were dried at 80 ◦C in a vacuum oven for 8 h before use.
The matrix and heat stabilizer (5 wt.%) were pre-mixed, then added into the mixing chamber when the
temperature was 140 ◦C with the rotation speed of the rotor was set as 28.7 rpm. After the matrix was
melted, shutting down the drive motor, and placing a single solid trace particle into the mixing chamber.
The location of the trace particle was presented in Figure 3a and kept the same for all experiments.
Heating the mixing chamber to 200 ◦C after the matrix and tracer particles were added, and keeping for
1 h to guarantee the complete melting of tracing particles. Turning on the driving motor and recording
the mixing process: the resolution was 1280 × 512; the frame rate was 200 fps; the recording time was
60 s. The rotor rotation speed considered was 28.7 rpm and 114.8 rpm. To guarantee the validity and
reproducibility, each experiment was performed five times.
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3. Results 
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difference between the leading face and trailing face, the drop was pushed into the rotor tip clearance 
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Figure 3. The initial situation and the erosion process of acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) drop:
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3. Results

3.1. ABS Drop at 28.7 rpm

Figure 3 presented the initial situation and the erosion process of ABS drop in a modified batch
mixer. To present the morphology of ABS drop in different moments clearly, the drop location in the left
picture was marked with a red square, which was zoomed in the right picture. The rotor rotation speed
was 28.7 rpm. At t = 11.58 s in Figure 3b, the ABS drop was transferred to the interaction window
without any elongation deformation, but the ribbon connecting to the drop as a tail was formed at the
drop surface. The formed ribbon indicated that the drop experienced the erosion process. According
to the visualization results, the drop was sheared by the flow without going into the wedgelike region
and passing through rotor tip clearance before t = 11.58 s. Thus, the shear effect originated from the
flow and the friction effect between the drop and matrix made the drop surface soften. Furthermore,
the adhesion between the drop surface and the inner part of the drop was relatively bad. Thus, the shear
effect and the bad adhesion led to the drop surface peeling. A tailed ribbon connected to drop was
formed as illustrated in Figure 3b.

ABS drop would keep experiencing the erosion process until the drop went into the wedgelike
region and passed through the rotor tip clearance, where the drop exhibited different morphology
development. Figure 4 presented the morphology development of ABS drop passing through the
rotor tip clearance. At t = 14.98 s in Figure 4a, the drop had gone into the wedgelike region.
The drop was squeezed to experiencing the elongation deformation and changed to a cone shape.
According to existing knowledge, the shear effect suffered by drop would be much fiercer owing to
the contraction structure in the wedgelike region. Besides, the efficient elongational flow component
existed in the wedgelike region near the rotor tip. Thus, the drop would experience continuous
elongation deformation once involved in the wedgelike region. Owing to the existence of pressure
difference between the leading face and trailing face, the drop was pushed into the rotor tip clearance
at t = 15.15 s as Figure 4b illustrating. The drop was further stretched and became a sticklike shape
locating mostly in rotor tip clearance. In the clearance, the drop would suffer the fiercest shear effect and
experience the elongation deformation continuously until passing through the clearance completely.
At t = 16.24 s in Figure 4c, the drop had already passed through the clearance and became a much
longer and slenderer sticklike shape than t = 15.15 s. When going into the wedgelike region and
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crossing the rotor tip clearance, the drop would experience the continuous elongation deformation
under the effect of strong shear and elongational flow component.Processes 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 13 
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(b) t = 15.15 s; (c) t = 16.24 s.

Figure 5 presented the morphology development of ABS drop transferred into the interaction
window. At t = 17.18 s in Figure 5a, the end of the sticklike drop near the rotor flat had already
reoriented and folded. The reorientation and folding of the elongated drop in this domain resulted
from the rolling poor existed in the domain near the rotor flat. At this moment, the drop was being
transferred toward the interaction window. At t = 17.63 s in Figure 5b, the drop was completely
transferred into the interaction window and further folded. Besides, the folded part would coalescence
to reunion together. At t = 18.06 s in Figure 5c, the sticklike drop-in Figure 4c was totally folded.
The folded part coalesced to form a new drop with slightly elongation deformation. At this moment,
a new drop located in the domain over the barrier, and the two ends of the drop would move toward
the left and right chamber according to the rotor rotation trend. At t = 18.37 s in Figure 5d, the new
drop had been stretched in the domain over the barrier and became much longer and thinner than
t = 16.24 s in Figure 4c. The elongated drop would be stretched continuously over the barrier and
break into pieces when elongation deformation exceeding the limit. At t = 21.37 s in Figure 5e, two
elongated drops located in different domains (locations A and B) were recorded. Two drops were
originated from the breaking up of the drop in Figure 5d. One drop at location A had reoriented and
was being transferred toward the interaction window. Another drop at location B was over the barrier
and experiencing the elongation deformation.
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(d) t = 18.37 s; (e) t = 21.37 s.

Figure 6 presented the dispersion and distribution situation of ABS drop at t = 31.31 s and
t = 52.43 s. At t = 31.31 s in Figure 6a, the spherical ABS drop-in Figure 3a had been dispersed into
elongated threads. The threads were distributed in the whole flow field. At t = 52.43 s in Figure 6b,
the LLDPE matrix were no longer transparent, and the ABS drop was hardly observed. Such a
phenomenon proved that ABS drop had achieved a good distribution and dispersion state in the
LLDPE matrix.
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The morphology development of ABS drop from t = 0 s to t = 52.43 s revealed that the chaotic
mixing held the dominate place in circumferential flow for a continuous mixer, and presented how an
ABS drop went through the chaotic mixing. In the beginning, the drop experienced the erosion process
without passing through the rotor tip clearance. Once the drop moved into the wedgelike region and
passed through the rotor tip clearance, the drop would undergo obvious elongation deformation and
would be elongated from sphere to a long and slender shape after leaving the clearance completely.
The elongated drop would reorient, fold and coalesce together while transferred toward the interaction
window. In the interaction window, the drop further folded and coalesced to form a new drop
with slightly elongation deformation. Meanwhile, the new drop would be transferred to the domain
over the barrier. The two ends of the new drop would be pushed into the left and right chamber,
respectively. The new drop experienced the continuous elongation deformation and broke into pieces.
Then, the broken pieces would repeatedly go through chaotic mixing in circumferential flow. In this
way, the drop was dispersed and distributed in the matrix. The results also stating that the drop
would experience the reorientation and folding only after experiencing the elongation deformation.
Furthermore, the elongation deformation majorly existed in rotor tip clearance, wedgelike region,
and domain over the barrier, while the reorientation and folding occurred in the domain near the rotor
flat and interaction window.

3.2. ABS Drop at 114.8 rpm

To consider the effect of rotor rotation speed on the chaotic mixing, the speed was set as 114.8 rpm.
The morphology development of the ABS drop as illustrated in Figure 7. The initial location and shape
of the drop were almost the same as in Figure 3a. At t = 4.25 s in Figure 7a, the drop was transferred
into the wedgelike region and compressed to experience the elongation deformation. At t = 4.52 s
in Figure 7b, the drop had passed through the rotor tip clearance completely and been elongated to
a sticklike shape. At t = 4.85s in Figure 7c, the sticklike drop had already experienced the reorientation
and folding process and coalesced together to form a new drop with slightly elongation deformation.
At t = 4.94 s in Figure 7d, the new drop had been transferred to the domain over the barrier and
would experience the continuous elongation deformation until breakup. At t = 9.65 s in Figure 8a,
the drop had been dispersed into threads or small drops and distributed in the matrix. Such a state
was similar to the situation at t = 31.31 s in Figure 6a. At t = 16.74 s in Figure 8b, the final dispersion
and distribution of the drop were achieved. Thus, when rotor rotation speed was 114.8 rpm, the chaotic
mixing was accelerated owing to experiencing the elongation deformation much earlier than 28.7 rpm.
The elongation deformation also majorly existed in rotor tip clearance, wedgelike region, and domain
over the barrier and the reorientation and folding occurred in the domain near the rotor flat and
interaction window.
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Interestingly, the erosion process of the ABS drop was not observed when the rotor rotation speed
was 114.8 rpm even if five times trying with the same experiment condition. Basing on the erosion
mechanism [7], the shear effect demanded sufficient time to soften the surface of the drop, which was
one of the important factors that resulted in the occurrence of the erosion process. When the rotor
rotation speed was 114.8 rpm, the drop would experience the first elongation deformation process at
t = 4.25 s, which was much earlier than the situation when rotation speed was 28.7 rpm. So, the shear
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effect within such a short time could not soften the surface of the ABS drop. Thus, the erosion process
of the drop was depressed when the rotor rotation speed was 114.8 rpm.

3.3. LLDPE/CaCO3 Drop at 28.7 rpm

To consider the influence of drop viscoelasticity on the chaotic mixing in a continuous mixer,
the morphology development of viscous LLDPE/CaCO3 drop was presented in Figure 9, and the rotor
rotation speed was 28.7 rpm. At t = 4.90s in Figure 9a, the elongation deformation of the LLDPE/CaCO3

drop was recorded without entering the wedgelike region and passing through rotor tip clearance.
At the same time, the erosion process was recorded. Compared with ABS drop, the LLDPE/CaCO3 drop
was more viscous, so the surface of the LLDPE/CaCO3 drop was much easier to be softened and eroded
by the influence of shear. Meanwhile, the interface between the LLDPE matrix and LLDPE/CaCO3

drop was not unclear, so the interfacial slip was minimized during the mixing. The drop would easily
undergo the elongation deformation without entering the wedgelike region and passing through rotor
tip clearance. In Figure 9a, the elongational drop was folded in the interaction window. At t = 5.37 s
in Figure 9b, the drop had been transferred to the domain over the barrier and would experience
the continuous elongation, because the two ends of the drop moved toward the opposite direction.
At t = 6.16 s in Figure 9c, the drop had been elongated to a long sticklike shape, and two ends of the
drop were much slenderer than the middle. At t = 7.16 s in Figure 9d, the drop was in the flow domain
before the leading face and stayed elongation deformation state. The drop end near the rotor flat
became thicker than the situation in Figure 9c. Such a phenomenon was caused by the reorientation
and folding effect existing in the flow domain near the rotor flat. Besides, the middle part of the drop
was thinner, which indicates that the drop was still experiencing the elongation deformation while
transferring. At t = 7.92 s in Figure 9e, the drop in Figure 9d had been folded and coalesced together
in the domain over the barrier and would be continuously stretched in the next stage. Figure 10
illustrated the dispersion and distribution situation of LLDPE/CaCO3 drop at t = 16.65 s and t = 30.74 s.
In Figure 10a, the LLDPE/CaCO3 drop had been dispersed into the matrix in the form of long threads.
The long threads were distributed in the whole flow field. In Figure 10b, the long threads were further
dispersed and distributed, and the LLDPE matrix became very opaque. This stated that the drop had
been well dispersed and distributed in the LLDPE matrix.
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For viscous LLDPE/CaCO3 drop, although the erosion process and elongation deformation were
recorded at the initial stage of mixing, the drop still primarily experienced the chaotic mixing repeatedly
in circumferential flow for a continuous mixer. Compared with the morphology development of ABS
drop, the LLDPE/CaCO3 drop could go through the elongation deformation without entering the
wedgelike region and passing through the rotor tip clearance. The drop maintained the elongation
deformation until going into the interaction window, where the elongated drop would reorient and fold
to form a coalesced drop over the barrier. Then, the coalesced drop would be continuously stretched
until breakup. Although the LLDPE/CaCO3 drop did not pass through the rotor tip clearance
completely, the wedgelike region and tip clearance also contribute to the elongation deformation.
Besides, the LLDPE/CaCO3 drop could be well dispersed and distributed in the matrix at t = 30.74 s,
which was shorter than ABS drop at the same rotation speed.

The chaotic mixing in circumferential flow for a continuous mixer was presented basing on the
morphology development of ABS and LLDPE/CaCO3. The outstanding findings were summarized
in Figure 11. The chaotic mixing was holding the dominant place in circumferential mixing. Elastic
ABS drop and viscous LLDPE/CaCO3 drop both primarily experienced the elongation deformation,
reorientation, and folding process repeatedly during the mixing. The elongation deformation existed
majorly in the domain over the barrier, rotor tip clearance, and wedgelike region, and the reorientation
and folding process mainly occurred in the domain near the rotor flat and interaction window.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, the chaotic mixing in circumferential flow for a continuous mixer was presented
with tracing the morphology development of polymeric drops. The chaotic mixing was observed and
analyzed with morphology development of the ABS drop and LLDPE/CaCO3 drop. The ABS drop
and LLDPE/CaCO3 drop both experienced the elongation deformation, reorientation, and folding
process, which were the important features of the chaotic mixing. Thus, the chaotic mixing was an
essential and important mixing process in a continuous mixer. The domain over the barrier, rotor tip
clearance, and wedgelike region were primarily responsible for the elongation deformation, and the
domain near the rotor flat and interaction window mainly held the responsibility for the reorientation
and folding process. The elongation deformation was a precondition that the drop experiencing the
reorientation and folding process. Besides, the erosion process was recorded at the initial stage for both
elastic ABS drop and viscous LLDPE/CaCO3 drop at a lower rotor rotation speed, while the higher
rotor rotation speed would facilitate the chaotic mixing and depressing the erosion at the initial stage.
The viscous LLDPE/CaCO3 drop would directly experience the elongation once the mixing initialed.
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